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Abstract. In this no te we answer an open qiuestion in the theory of grammarical complexity: We 
show that if L is an infinite context-free language, then L,, the set of words in L of length less than 
or equal to n can be generated by O(IE,, 12’3) cosxt-free productions, and if L is an infinite linear 
language, then L, can be generated by Ol:&,I> 1’ mear productions. We also show that these 
bounds are the best possible. 
ntroduction and preliminaries 
Measures for the complexity of fl-?rmal anguages L have gained considerable 
attention in the past. Such measures are for example the minimal number of 
nonterminals of a generating device, the number of productions necessary to 
generate L, the minimal total number of symbols occurring in the productions of a 
generative device generating L, etc. In [l] the notion of gramknatical caq&~xr’ty was 
introduced to give a measure for the generating power of certain types of grammars. 
The study of this so-called grammatical complexity was motivated by a problem 
w,hich arose in connection with work on two-level grammars [3] and which does not 
seem to have been considered so far: What is the minimal number of context-free 
productions necessary to generate a given finite hnguage? 
First we briefly recall the essence of the definitions of [I& as far as they are 
necessary for this note. 
For an arbitrary language L let .L, be the set of words in C of length less than or 
equal to it, L, ={xELIIxlGn). Wesay, L isof amplexity f (for short: 
f(lL,Ij), where f is a function defined on the s 3f nonnegative integers 
following holds: 
crating L, wi 
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Here _yX stands for all languages generated bt’ generative devices of type X and )L, 1 
means the number of words in Ln. 
In this ncte we are merely concerned with the following types of generative 
devices: 
X = BEG, the one-sided linear grammars, 
X = LIN, the linear grammars, 
X = CF, the context-free grammars. 
We denote grammars by G = ( V, , P, S), where V is the total alpt abet, C c V t 
terminal alphabet, P a set of productions or rules and S E V -C the initial symbol. 
L(G) will be the language generated by the grammar G 
As usual we make the following conventions: 
(1) For an arbitrary real number x the integer n such that n 6 x < n + 1 is denoted 
bY Cxl; 
(2) log YE means ~~~garithm of n with base 2; 
(3) For functions f, g defined on N we write f = O(g) [f = e(g)], if tl;ere is a positive 
constant c such that for sufliciently large II E N: JQz) =Z c&n> holds [if there are 
positive constants c, d such that for sufficiently large 42 E N cg(n) s f(n)~ dg(n) 
holds]. , 
In [l] ii was shown that for an infinite language L E J&EG REG(L,,) = O(m) 
(i.e., if L is an infinite regular language, then L, can be generatwd by a one- 
sided linear grammar containing not more than ordler of m rules), 16 hile a similar 
upper bound for linear or context-free’ languages and grammars was not found 
then. 
In this note we show for infinite languages: 
(P) 1. If L E .5&, then LIN(L,,) = D(a). 
2. If L E .#$F, then CF(L,) = O(lL,12’3). 
We will also show that these bounds cannot be improved. 
Before giving a proof we recall some definitions about subsets of N’, the k-fold 
Cartesian protiuct of N, 
A subset A4 ‘= Nk is called linear, if there is a vector c Pn N’, and a finite subset 
_j==in. tlr .I I . . , pF 1 oi Nk such that 
=L\c, P)=(c+hQ71+*. l +h,p,((hl, . I . .h,)EW}. 
A subset M of Nk is called stratified (cf. [2]) if the folloq- ‘“IS conditions arli: 
satisfied: 
(1) Each element of has at most two nonzero coordinates; 
ere are no integers i, l I, m, l<i+:l<m+ and no vectors ,D= 
4 = (41,. . . 9 qk) in such that piqjplllm f 0. 
inally, for arbitrary words wl, . . . , wk ES*, f(wl,...,wkj will denote the mappking 
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The proof that (P) holds is based on the foilowing lemma which immediately makes 
the whole apparatus of the theory of bounded languages available. 
Let L be an infinite context-free language. Then it holds: 
(1) L is’bounded if and only if there is a natural number k such thaf IL,,) = O(n k j; 
(2) L is unbounded if and or,!.Ey if there is a constant c > 1 such that IL,,! 2 cn for 
su_ficien tl y large n. 
roof. We will show the ‘only if’-parts, the ‘if’-parts follow imm4ately. 
If L is bounded, there are nonempty strings wl, . . . , wk, such that L c w f . l l WT. 
Hence L.,, c{w’;l 9 l l wk [ii G n for 1 c j s k} and consequently IL,, i s n k. 
Assume on the other hand that L is unbounded and let G = (V, Z; P, S) be a 
reduced context-free grammar generating L. Then there is a variable A E V - C and 
there are strings X, yp z, ur, 242, Do, v,&5’* such that 
and either u1u2 + u2u1 or vlv2 f 212211 (cf. [2]). Assume uiu2 f u2u1 (the arguments in 
case vlv2 f v2v1 are the same and therefore omitted). We also may assume that 
lull = 11121 and It)11 =lv21. (If th’ IS is not the case, replace u 1 by II 1~42, ~42 by uzu 1 and ul 
by v2v1, v2 by v1a2. Then clearly (LI’~u&.~~u~) # (u~u1)(uru2).) Let ctl, (TV be new 
letters and let &, 42 be the homomorphisms from (~1, CQ}* to X* defined by 
41bi) = &ti, &(a;.) = Vi for i = 1,2, and let C$ be the mapping from (~1, ~2}* to Z* 
defined ty 4(w) = x&(w)y&(w’)z, where w’ means the reversal of w. Then 
4 (bl, s2)*) e L. 
Claim: 4 is injective. 
Proof of the claim. Assume WI:, w&71, a2}*- If (EV~I>IW~I, then 
since lul( z 0 and lull = 1~4, lvil= lv& NOW let lwll = Iw21. If 4(wn) = 4(uf2), then 
#I( wr) = &( ~2) and this yields WI = w:! as can easily be seen by induction on the 
length of wi. We omit the details. 
Now, if 
we have I4(w)l s U, hence L, contains for sufficiently large u at least 
~~~~-~l~l+l~~l+lzl~~/fllcll+lu~l~l 
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words and therefore for a suitably chosen constant c > 1 and for sufhciently large n 
IL I n 3 c”. 
It was shown in [f ] that for dense languages - which by the above c haracterizati 
are just the unbounded languages - L, can be generated with O(lok’ IL& context- 
free productions if L is context-free and with (log IL,, I) linear prc 4+ductions if L is 
linear. 7% prove that (P) holds, we can therefore restrict our atten ion to bounded 
langaagcb. Zrst we mention an auxiliary lemma (Lemma 2), whose proof can be 
found for instanci= in [2]. 
8 2, Let G = ( V, X, F, S) be a context-free grammar generating a bounded 
language L(C). Then there effectively ure nonempty words ~1, . . . , a’k in c* and a 
finite family (L(Ci9 pilli= l....,s of linear sets in Nk with the following p. operties: 
(1) L(G) = Uf=, f(wl,..., wk)(L(ci, pi)); 
(2) Each set Pi is stratified; 
(3) If Pi = (pi.13 . . , , pi n(i)) for i = 1, . . . , S, then the mapping5 $i from Anti’ to .X* . 
defined by 
n(i) 
@itAl, l l - 9 h,(i)) =f(~~l,..., wk) Ci +,gl ( .- njpi,i ) 
are injective. 
Lemma 2 enables us to gk (for our purpose) sufficiently gooil estimates on the 
(growth of bounded context-free languages. 
. Let L(c, {pl, . . . , pr)) be an infinite linear set in Nk satGfying conditions 2 
and 3 of Lemma 2. 
Then I($(N’))n I= O(n ‘). 
. LetA=&..., A,) E N’. We have to evaluate the number of possible choice5 
of A such that I+(A)1 ~ n. 
=:a+b(Al+* l *+A,). 
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for a suitable constant d, and since q+ is injective, i($(W))/n I> dn ‘. 
011 the other hand, /#(A)1 6 n means 
I./ ‘(W!,...,Wd WI +i Ailf(wl,...,wl..)(Pi)j s n 
I’ 1 
and therefore Ai G n. 
(Note that # being injective yields ( pl, . . . , pk} being linearly independent over 
the rational numbers and therefore If~wl,...,wk) pi ( >I # 0 for all i.) TKs shows that the 
number of possible choices of A is not greater than (n + 1)‘. 
Corollary. If L is a bounded ccrntext-pee language, then there eflectively is a natural 
number r such that IL,,1 = @(n’). 
Proof. Compute a family (L(ci, Pi)), i = 1, . . . , s, of linear sets in Nk with the 
properties of Lemma 2,. Because of Lemma 3, r:: = maxizl,_.,, IPil will be the wanted 
number. 
Now let G be a context-free grammar generating an infinite languag,e. In [l] it was 
shown that L,* can be generated by O(n2) prbductions, therefore, if there is a constant 
c such that for sufficiently large n IL,, 13 cn 3, then L, can be generated by O(\Ln12’i) 
context-free productionkr. c Similarly, if L is infinite linear, L,, can be generated by 
@(n) linear productions, ccnsequently, if IL,J 12 en2 for sufficiently large n and a 
suitable constant c, then L,% can be generated by O&+,1) linear productions. 
The following cases remain to be settled: 
(1) L linear, lLnl = 49(n); 
(2) L context-free, IL,,( = B(n); 
(3) L context-free, IL+,1 =e(n*). 
In fact, (2) is contained in (1) as far as upper bounds for the complexity are 
considered: 
linear an& 
If L is an infinite context-,&e language such that iAL,‘ I= 8(n), then L is 
l_bN(L,,) = B(loglL,,I), CF(L,j = O(loglL,, 1). 
. Ii L is infinite context-free such that IL,,/ = B(n), then by Lemmas 2 and 3 E is 
the union of a finite set and of a finite family of sets of the form ftwt. .,wk) (et i, (p})), 
where c, p are in Nk, ;i f (0, . . . , 0). 
Conseyuently L is the union of a finite set and of a finite family oi sets of t 
i = (ug&4g4~u5 i ’ 1 =O,l,...}, 
ere eventually some of the ui E * may be empty or may be equal. 
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his shows that L is a linear language. By Corollary 2.1 of [I] L, neec s log IL, 1 
linear productions. On the other hand let for sufficiently large n j(n) be the natural 
number such that 
(Note that j(n) = e(n).) 
Let t = [log j(pt )]. 
The grammar G given by the following @(log n) linear productior s generates L,: 
s + Up!&U~ 1 U1zp-2ts&4~n)-2tU~ 
St + Si-1 I U~i-lSi-lU~i-l for i = 1, . . . ) t 
so + u3 1 u2u3u4. 
Therefore we have LIN(L,,) = @(loglL,,I) an d consequently CF(L,) -- O(loglLn 1). 
. Lemma 4 is a generalization of the result of [l] concerning one-letter 
laitguages: It was shown there that LIN(Ln) = @(loglLnl) for L 5 a*, L E &. The 
result of [l] for the context-free complexity of one-letter Panguages (CF(Ln) = 0( 1) 
for L E 2&) cannot be carried over to the case IL, I ‘z= 6(n) for context-free languages 
over arbitrary alphabets. We give an example. 
Let L = {a’ba i I i 2 0) and let G be an arbitrary context-free gramrr: lr generating 
Lz~+~ with the smallest possible number of productions. 
Let A E V-C. By Lemma 2.1 of [l] there are u, v E X”, u f: v, such that A a* 
u and A a* v and there are x, y E C* such that S +* xAy. If u E a *, then b E alph(x), 
hence vEa*, say u=ak, v = a’, with k # 1. W.o.1.g. assum? that b E alph(xy), 
x = a ‘ba r, y = as. This yields xuy = a ‘ba r+k+s, xv): = a ‘ba r+‘+s. But then, from the 
structure of L, we get I = k, a contradiction. Therefore b E alyh(u). Consequentiy no 
right-hand side of any production can contain more than one nonterminal letter 
which means that G is linear and must therefore have log I Ln I productions. 
The remaining cases can be settled in a similar Inanner. 
. Let L be an infinite context-free language such that IL, I = e(n*). Then L, 
can be generated ;uith O(n) productions. 
f. L can be written as union of a finite set and of a finite family of languages of the 
form f(wl ,..., wk) (Lk, P)), where each set P of periods satisfies conditions 2 and 3 of 
I = 1, the construction of Lemma 4 applies to 
cc assume that P = {p, q}, where both p and q have at most 
two nonzero coor e nonzero coordinates do not overlap. Say 1p = 
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(1) The nonzero coordinates are ‘nested’, e.g. i s I s m ~j, in which case 
f (Wl ,....wk) CL@, ‘1) is a linear language and can therefore be generated with 
linear productions (cf. [ 1, Theorem 4(b)]), or 
(2) the nonzero coordinates are not nesied. In this case we have without loss of 
generality i <f s 2 < m, and the language f~,,,l,._.,wk~(L(~, P)) is of the form 
i = (U&I = U~u~u~u~u~u~u,u~u~ 2, t =a),I 
where ~2~4 # A and z&j&j # A (A denotes t?re empty word). 
& can be generated with O(n) context-free psoductions in the following manner: 
Let (~1, tl), . . . 9 (s,, t,) be those pairs of natural numbers satisfying 
(1) SiCSj for lSi<jSm; 
(2J I’Si*tiI s n, Iu,,+~,~~~ > n, Iu,,,~~+~ I> n for 1 s i sm. (Mote that rp1, J:,,,, tl QW order 
of n.) 
The grammar given by the following O(n) rules will generate in: 
S -, u lAsiu&Q~g fori=l,...,m 
Ai-*u2Ai-~u~IAi-; forj=l,...,s, 
Bj+U6Bj-lUslBi-1 forj= 1,. . . , tl 
Bo3 u7 
This concludes the proof. 
Combining the above lemmas and Corollary 3.2 of [l] we get the 
1, (1) If L is infinite regular, then REG(L,) = O(JlL&. 
(2) If L is infinite linear, then LI[N(L,) = O(\m). 
(3) If L is infinite context-free,, then CF(L,) = i3(IL,i2f3). 
In [l] it was shown, that .R, = {a’b’ IO s i -i-j s n) needs e(n) regular productions 
and V, =(akbkca’b’dambm~O~~2(k+Z+~~)~n-2} needs 6(n*) context-free 
productions. Let V, = {a’ha’ca’ IO s 2i +j c n - 2). Then Vn needs 0l[n) linear 
productions. We omit the details but merely give two hints (cf. ]:l]): 
(1) It is sukicient to show that pa = {a ‘baka’ I2i + j =z n - 2) - the set of words of 
maximal length in k’, - needs 8 (n ) linear productions. 
(2) If G is a context-free grammar generating a finite language with a minimrl 
number of produ-tions, then for all nonterminals A # S there are strings x1, ~2, y 1, 
9.2, ul, u&Z* such that S =$* xlAyl, S +* x2Ay2, A +* ul? A =>* u2 and u1 # ~42, 
xlAyl# x2Ay2. 
From (2) it can easily be derived that pf, can be generated with a minimal n 
reductions only by listing the words. Hence by (1) V,, needs 0(n) linear 
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The three languages R, U, V immediately give us 
77we are infinite regular languages L such that EG(L,) = O(JI 
wear languages L such that IJN(L,) = C$@$ and infinite context-free 
such that CF(L,) = 6(lL,12’3), i.e. the bounds of T&ewe-r are tight. 
n Theorem 1 gives a new technique for &owing that certain 1 nguages are not 
context-free. As an example we will prove that L = {a’b’c’ 1 i 3 1) is not context-free. 
This will be done by showing thal L3,, can be generated minimally o iy by listing the 
words. 
Let G, = ( Vn, 2, Pn, S) be a context-free grammar generating Lsn with a minimal 
number of productions. Two cases arise. 
Case 1. S + a nbncn is not in Pn. Then there are words xi, yi, ui in Z ‘, i = I y 2, such 
that S +* XiAyi and A q* Idi for i = 1, 2, and such that fray* # x~Ay2, u1 f ~2, 
~l~lY1 = anbncn (cf. [I]). Therefore ~1 #A. Now it is easy to sze that if u1 E 
~fub+~~C+~~a+b+ub’c’,then~1=u2,andifu~~a’b’c’,thenxlAyl=x2A~-2,a 
mntradiction. Therefore 
Case 2 holds: S + a nbncn is in Pn. Then, since Gn is a minimal grammar for L3rz, 
there cannot be another derivation for a”b”c”. This means that GL = 
( Vn, 2, Pn - {S + a “b nc “}, S) generates L 3(n -1). Now induction on n will complete the 
argument. We omit the details. 
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